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HTML client content support

HTML client now supports viewing various content types shared by Hosts:

· PowerPoint (sync and unsync modes)

· PDF (sync and unsync modes)

· MP4

· MP3

· Presenter

· Captivate

· Images

HTML client content support improvements

· Rewritten the entire PowerPoint conversion engine to address various known PPT/PPTX conversion
issues in both HTML client and Flash/Meeting application.

· PowerPoint conversion engine now converts an uploaded PPT/PPTX file to both HTML- and Flash-
friendly formats.

· PowerPoint conversion is expected to take longer than previous versions due to dual conversion.

· The conversion progress bar has been updated to show more information about various conversion
steps.

· PPTX files can now be directly uploaded to meetings.

· New PDF viewer for HTML client that addresses various known issues is available.

· Ability  for  Hosts  to  hide  the  playback  seek  bar  for  MP4  and  MP3  content  for  HTML  client-based
participants.
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Existing user content support
· Run-time conversion for existing PowerPoint user content to HTML-friendly format supported to display

in HTML client for participants.

· New workflow in Flash client/meeting application to seek Hosts’ permission for initiating new run-time
PowerPoint conversion. (Note: The conversion could take a few minutes.)

· Information prompt for Hosts in case existing content cannot be converted into an HTML-friendly format
(valid mostly for existing Presenter and Captivate non-hrybrid content).

· If a Host chose to show such content, participants who joined in HTML Client are shown an option to
switch to classic view (Browser flash client or desktop application).

· New ‘HTML compatible’ Flag in Adobe Connect Central administration pages to let Hosts validate if the
existing content can be viewed in HTML.

· Users are shown a warning prompt when they share an already uploaded Presenter and Captivate
content from unsupported versions. Supported versions are Presenter 11.0 and above, Captivate 9.0 and
above.

New content support
· A warning prompt is shown when a Host uploads an SWF-only (Flash-only) Presenter or Captivate

content.

· Hosts cannot upload any new content from unsupported versions of Presenter and Captivate while in a
meeting or in Connect Central. Supported versions are Presenter 11.0 and above, Captivate 9.0 and
above.

· Improved accessibility for shared content (content in PDF, PPT can be read by screenreaders).
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HTML client Whiteboard support

Added support for display of annotations done by Hosts and Presenters, to participants joined
via HTML client:

· All new and existing Whiteboard annotations are visible in HTML client.

· All new annotations done on supported content types—PowerPoint, PDF, MP4, MP3, Presenter, and
Captivate—are visible in HTML client.

HTML client custom pods support

Custom pods are now supported in HTML clients. However, the existing custom pods need to be
converted to hybrid format (HTML and Flash) to be able to work in the HTML client. The latest
SDK to build HTML-friendly custom pod is made available to existing development partners.

A new Account-level setting is added in Connect Central administration pages for HTML client
under Compliance and Control to let adminstrators enable or disable custom pod in HTML
client.
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HTML client miscellaneous improvements

· Host cursors are now visible to participants in HTML client.

· Meeting Launch workflow changes (applicable for HTML client-enabled rooms only):

· Option  shown  to  all  browser  users  joining  a  training,  a  meeting,  or  a  webinar  session  to  join  through
browser (with HTML client or with classic Flash client) or Connect desktop application meeting.

Connect meeting URL parameters
· Various parameters can be appended to the Connect meeting URL to default the meeting client choice

for the participants:

· ?html-view = true Use  to  force  a  participant  in  HTML  view  (works  only  when  HTML  is  enabled  for  the
meeting room).

· ?proto = true Use to force attendees (participants, hosts, presenters) to join through the Connect
desktop application.

· ?launcher = false Use to join through Flash in browsers (works only when Flash is enabled in the
browser).
Changes to ‘Turn on HTML client for participants’ flag

· At Room: If HTML is turned ON for an account

· All new rooms will have HTML enabled by default.
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· For  all  existing  rooms,  the  HTML  flag  state  is  the  same,  that  is,  if  HTML  was  disabled,  it  will  remain
disabled and vice versa (same as the existing behavior in 10.2).

· Hosts  can also enable  HTML client  for  participants  while  in  a  meeting session from the meeting menu
option 'Manage Access & Entry'.

· At  Account:  The  default  state  of  the  HTML  Client  flag  is  ON  for  all  accounts  (same  as  the  existing
behavior in 10.2).

· A new option to force-enable HTML client for all existing meeting/training/seminar rooms is available to
Account administrators.

· When the force-enable option is selected by the administrators, the HTML Client Flag in room settings is
shown as uneditable with an information note displayed.

Other enhancements
· Mobile browsers (Beta feature): Users are given an option to join through browsers or mobile app. The

HTML client for mobile browsers is a beta feature.

· HTML client users can now see all the supported keyboard shortcuts by pressing the ? key in HTML
client.

· Poll Pod: HTML users can edit already submitted answers (for Short answer polls).

· Chat Pod: Minor UI improvements to increase the number of chat messages displayed in a smaller area.

· The maximum length of  the message that  HTML participants  can send to  a  Host  while  in  Breakouts  is
now set to 1024 characters.

· A host of fixes to known issues in HTML client.
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Connect Central - HTML client customization

HTML meeting client customization
Search
Reports

HTML meeting client customization

· Customer account administrators’ can now customize HTML meeting client also through Connect
Central.

· Both Flash and HTML client can be independently customized with different color combinations.

· All currently supported customization options available for Flash client are also available for
customization in HTML client except menu text and highlight colors.

· Colors of various icons used in HTML client app menu bar and pod menu bar (including hover, non-
hover, and default states) are also changed when foreground text colors are changed.

· Examples added in Connect Central administration pages to showcase client customization variations.

· Warning shown if chosen foreground and background colors in customization does not adhere to
Webaim’s recommended contrast ratio for accessibility (WCAG AA for normal text).

Search

· New improved Search in Connect Central using HTML technologies.

· Simplified search filters. Users can now further filter search results by categories, content types, and
date range.
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Reports

· Reports Tab in Connect Central is redesigned using HTML technologies.

· Following new reports are added:

· All Content Usage - Shows usage statistics for all content used within a period of time.

· Training Status and Score - Lists all trainings used within a period of time with the score and completion
status of each trainee.

· Attendance Report - Lists all attendees and the time they spent for each meeting room, virtual
classroom, and Seminar room for a given date range.

· All Cost Center Usage - Details cost center members' activity and meetings billed to the cost center for all
cost centers for a given date range.

· Peak Concurrent Users Per Day - Shows peak concurrent users per day for a given date range.

Miscellaneous improvements and changes

· A new access type is now available to Hosts during room creation –“Only registered users and account
members may enter the room”. This lets a Host invite all account members to the room.

· HD Video slot – In grid mode, Hosts can now change the video feed (from live feeds) to be displayed in
HD.

· By default, the HD Video feed slot is given to only Hosts and Presenters. The first Host or Presenter to
turn on the video in HD-enabled room is given the HD video slot.
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· HD video parameters optimized for better performance and quality.

· Selecting 'Use Predefined size' in Event template components now shows the size that will be used.

· HTML-based user management control enhanced to allow administrators to view user details and edit
user group membership.

· In chat pod, Hosts are now shown a warning message when the chat pod text is approaching the
maximum retention limit to take chat backup.

· 'Recordings Usage Report' shown in System Usage Report section in Connect Central has been
deprecated. This report showed server side MP4 conversion usage, which was deprecated in 9.5 release.

· Logo image is shown on the login page only when a custom logo has been uploaded by the account
administrator.

· Now License Agreement is not shown during Connect server installation.

· Improved performance of 'Seminars by sessions' report.

· Tomcat version upgraded to 9.0.19.

· JRE version upgraded to 1.8.0_212.

· Other smaller improvements and fixes to various known and customer-reported issues.

Learn about the latest offerings in Adobe Connect. This
article summarizes the new features and enhancements.

Adobe Connect enables you to create state-of-the-art digital training, webinar, and
collaboration experiences. For an overview of Adobe Connect,
see www.adobe.com/products/adobeconnect.html.

The sections below summarize the new features and enhancements available in the various
releases of Adobe Connect.
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Issues resolved

Issue
tracking
number

Issue description

4112521 Fixed an issue where the recording froze on MAC on Connect app v2019.4.1.64.

4112408 Fixed an issue where in the Audio Setup Wizard, the Play and Pause buttons are not accessible via
keyboard.

4112378 Fixed an issue where Connect application for mac 64-bit  causes  high  CPU  usage  when  RTMS  is
enabled.

4112184 Fixed an issue in HTML client where the Microphone stays muted after selecting Mic/Speaker setup.

4111681 Fixed an issue where disabling the HTML client option under Administration does not disable it for
rooms that had previously enabled it.

4111508 Fixed an issue where changes in the Event Registration confirmation message are not updated on
the registration page.

4111499 Fixed an issue where the meeting diagnostics test is not working in 10.2.

4111439 Fixed an issue where users are not able to pull the content report for multiple events.

4110757 Fixed an issue where a certain PowerPoint presentation is crashing on slide change.

4110705 Fixed an issue where Guest users are getting a blank page after logging in to Adobe Connect.

4110701 Fixed an issue where adminstrators were unable to customize the username/password 'text' field.

4110693 Fixed an issue where when auto-detect proxy is enabled, the Connect desktop application tunneled.

4110610 Fixed an issue where new user's registration email was not recieved for Italian locale.

4110481 Fixed an issue where Applications Sharing using MAC shows a blue screen only in the Mini Control
Panel.

4110380 Fixed an issue where cancelling an Event still blocks the time slot on Seminar Calendar.
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4109928 Fixed an issue where for some accounts background and login text on meeting login page is not
updated even after uploading it under Administration> Customization

4109781 Fixed an issue where Connect desktop application crashes on Windows 7 when using Meeting Audio
set up wizard with certain USB headsets.

4109565 Fixed powerpoint conversion issues due to presence of unicode characters

4109407 Fixed an issue where Adobe Connect Diagnostic Test was missing in Internet Explorer

4109361 Fixed an issue where some help links in non English locales were not working.

4109011 Fixed an issue where Video aspect ratio is distorted in HTML client when video published via mac.

4108856 Fixed an issue where Powerpoint have black marks when uploaded to Connect

4086713 Fixed an issue where BMP images can not be used for events

4086301 Fixed an issue where sharing a pptx file crashes in win 10 with MS Powerpoint 2016

Known Issues

Issue
tracking
number

Known Issue description

4112970 For users in Edge browser Print report does not work in Connect Central administration pages.

4112900 For participants in HTML Client, a Marker doesn't appear if drawn over an opaque shape on
Whiteboard.

4112836 For participants in HTML Client, any links pushed by Hosts through the Weblinks pod only open
when the client is in focus.

4112787 For participants in HTML Client, sometimes a PDF does not scale properly in HTML client.

4112775 Participants in HTML Client on mobile devices can not open Connect Mobile App from a browser if a
Host promotes the participant to a Host/Presenter.
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4112241 For users in Flash Client or Connect desktop applications, the end meeting screen shows dark blank
space instead of Connect logo, when custom logo is not used in the account.

4111500 For participants in HTML Client, Jaws screen reader does not read out when pointer is enabled by
the host in Share pod.

4111498 For participants in HTML Client, Jaws screen reader does not read out when whiteboard overlay in
enabled over shared content in Share pod.

4111487 For participants in HTML Client, esc key does not exit the user from full screen mode of Share pod in
Safari

4111212 For participants in HTML Client, overlapping of the Pencil tool on other objects does not work
properly in Whiteboard.

4110646 For participants in HTML Client, the keyboard shortcut for moving the focus to the next/previous
pod doesn't work as expected.

4110377 For participants in HTML Client, the presentation play bar controls do not work when JAWS screen
reader is enabled.

4110370 For participants in HTML Client, the screen reader does not read out correct information when a PPT
is shared after sharing another content in the same share pod.

4110244 For participants in HTML Client, white break lines are visible in broad brush on whiteboard drawings.

4110087 For participants in HTML Client, Print option is not visible for Shared Whiteboard.

4108580 For participants in HTML Client, Mic device changes are not detected in Safari.

4108377 For participants in HTML Client, the 'New mic device available' notifier is not shown to HTML users in
Safari.


